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1. Results from TFUP model applied with laminar
burning velocity as edge flame speed

In order to further consolidate the choice of the triple
flame speed sd as an estimation of the edge flame speed
sl, the same comparisons between the TFUP model pre-
dictions and the observed flame transition are realized
using the laminar burning velocity sl. They are pre-
sented and commented in the following.

Fig. S1: Comparison of predicted flame re-attachment with experi-
mental observations for cases F2 − S i − Air + N2/H2 + CH4 + He
using the laminar burning velocity sl as an estimation of the edge
flame speed. The burning velocity sl is calculated with Cantera. The
corresponding central jet angles αi and dilution levels YH2 and YO2
achieved with CH4/He for the central tube and N2 for the annular
channel are reported in Table 3 in the manuscript. Flow conditions F2
(see Table 1 in the manuscript)).

The same comparison as in Fig. 11 in the manuscript
between predictions of the TFUP model and experimen-
tal observations is now carried out considering the lami-
nar burning velocity sl to estimate the speed of the lead-
ing edge flame. The results are presented in Fig. S1 for
the case F2 −S i −Air + N2/H2 +CH4 + He of Fig. 11 in
the manuscript. It is shown that the results are no longer

in good agreement with the experimental observations
of the transition from lifted to anchored flame stabiliza-
tion.
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Fig. S2: Comparison of the predicted flame transitions with obser-
vations made for diluted cases F1 − 0.6 − Air + N2/H2 + CH4 + He,
F2−0.6−Air+N2/H2+CH4+He and F3−0.6−Air+N2/H2+CH4+He
using the laminar burning velocity sl as an estimation of the edge
flame speed. Yellow symbols correspond to sl values calculated at the
highest equivalence ratio measured in the TFUP zone. Red symbols
correspond to sl values calculated for the maximum laminar burn-
ing velocity. The injection velocity changes from ui = 17 m/s to
ui = 45 m/s in the central channel and is fixed to ue = 28.5 m/s in-
side the air channel (see flow conditions F1 to F3 in Table 1 in the
manuscript). The corresponding central jet angles αi and dilution lev-
els YH2 and YO2 achieved with CH4/He for the central tube and N2 for
the annular channel are reported in Table 5 in the manuscript.

The comparison of observed and predicted transitions
for different central injection velocities ui as in Fig. 13
in the manuscript with the edge flame speed estimated
a the triple flame speed sd is now presented in Fig. S2
estimating the leading edge flame speed with the lam-
inar burning velocity sl. As in Fig. S1, the experi-
mental results are no longer in good agreement with
the predictions of the TFUP model, except for the case
F1 − 0.6 − Air + N2/H2 + CH4 + He (αi = 64◦) when
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the laminar burning velocity sl is estimated at the mix-
ture fraction featuring the higher laminar burning veloc-
ity. Looking at the other results when the leading edge
flame speed is estimated with the laminar burning ve-
locity sl, this case is considered as not relevent and his
agreement with the model predictions as a coincidence.

Results from Figs. S1 and S2 consolidate the choice
to estimate the speed of the leading edge flame using the
expression from Ruetsch et al. [1] for the triple flame
speed.
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